Design Doing
The craft that creates meaningful impact
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Design is
having a red
carpet moment
Tech, consulting and financial firms are snapping up design
agencies. Designers are moving into CEO roles. Over the last
10 years, design-led companies outperformed the S&P 500 by
219 percent.
It’s no wonder design has become more important to business
than ever before. It’s a vehicle by which brands can express
themselves across an increasingly complex ecosystem of
spaces. It’s a mind-set to solve complex business challenges.
And it’s the means by which brands build emotional
connections and immerse customers in an effortless world.
Over the last 70 years of design here at Lippincott, we’ve
learned that the doing is just as important as the thinking. In
this piece, we lay out the precepts and principles of the craft
itself, the meticulous exercise of converting strategies to
beautiful, simple and meaningful work.
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“
The goal is to create
something meaningful
and enduring. Not just
work that looks great.
The excitement that comes
with each new project
comes from the desire to
create meaningful work.
„

RODNEY ABBOT
SENIOR PARTNER, DESIGN

0
Design for
a deeper
purpose

Design can be transformational, but only when it
delivers a bigger purpose, when the creative vision
and business strategy are seamlessly aligned.
This requires looking deep inside the culture of
the company to understand its DNA, heritage,
capabilities and hidden assets inherent in
the brand. And it means looking outside
the organization to understand the industry,
the changing needs of the customer, the
competitive context, and the vision for where
things are headed. This is how the end result
is saturated with meaning.

Design for a deeper purpose
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F

rom our first interactions with
Southwest, it was clear that this was
a very different kind of company,
with a unique clarity of purpose.
Our exploration helped us determine that the
hallmarks of Southwest’s culture — humanity and
a personal touch — had to be expressed in ways
that resonate in an increasingly jaded market.
The goals were to distill this legacy of success
into a modern, impactful look for an exciting new
future. We wanted to unite a fragmented visual
presentation and help present a more “buttoned
up,” polished image that would connect with
business and younger travelers.

A heart is a common symbol,
so the design needed to be
distinctive and immediately
recognizable.

We immersed ourselves in Southwest’s history,
culture and operational practices. From this
came the insight to focus on what has always
made Southwest great — its emphasis on people
as symbolized by its most important asset: the
heart. But a heart is a common symbol, so the
design needed to be distinctive and immediately
recognizable. And to stop the heart from
becoming sentimental, it needed to have a
clear, purposeful role to play throughout the
customer experience.

Design for a deeper purpose
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On the Southwest logotype the heart is the
identity’s emotional punctuation. Placed on
the belly of the plane, the heart is a meaningful
symbol. You are not meant to see it at 37,000 feet,
but the heart is a reminder to employees that
every plane flies with heart. Next to the boarding
door, the heart is at human scale, serving as
a touchstone for the crew. And on the items
passengers hold in their hands, the heart is
an intimate reminder of what the Southwest
brand is really about.
Beyond the heart, the brand’s friendly tone of
voice is infused into every passenger-facing
element. The brand’s custom typeface, Southwest
Sans, lets the brand be funny, insightful, clever
or approachable as the situation demands. On
board, flight attendants inject their personality
into announcements. Ad campaigns such
as “transfarency” focus on low fares and
transparency in fees. Collectively, these elements
help express Southwest Airlines’ purpose with
meaning — as a human brand fueled by people.

Design for a deeper purpose
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joeyreynolds #SouthwestHeart

nitzkaphoto Belly of Heart Two
#southwestheart

gsdmaustin

user47_tm

gsdmaustin Team photo #SouthwestHeart
#gsdm (photo by @sarajustine25)

user47_tm My kiddo recently turned five.
A SWA pal reached out and invited us for
a tour of the behind-the-scenes stuff at
our airport. This is my favorite photo from
the evening. I recognize it isn’t great, but I

ejmadd

allison_lotter28

rollercoastinro I proudly wear my
Southwest Heart. #swaluv #swapic
#southwestheart

brittanybellair
allison_lotter28 "Without a heart it’s just
machine." Luving the new Southwest
plane! It’s awesome to be a part of
such a great and loving company!
#southwestheart #luv #roomieluv

lui_cue

linnea_jordan Last one for the night.
#SouthwestHeart @southwestair

linnea_jordan

lui_cue it’s great to see all the
employees through out the system
coming together and taking pictures of
our newest paintjob, just a reminder that
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“
Design systems are
now built for what
we want consumers
to see and hear,
as much as what we
want them to feel in
each moment.
„

CONNIE BIRDSALL
GLOBAL CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Section title
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0
Craft
the whole
experience

Brand expression today is as much about what
an organization does and how it feels as it is about
what it says. For many of today’s most innovative
and up-and-coming brands, it’s the experience
that is driving growth and differentiation.
The goal is to immerse consumers in a
bigger, emotionally centered idea, threaded
throughout every aspect of the customer
journey. To get there, we use a process called
Immersive Design, which ensures a company’s
unique ethos is deeply embedded and activated
through all aspects of brand expression.

Craft the whole experience
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W

hen it acquired the AmeriSuites
chain, Hyatt had the
opportunity to reinvent the
fast-growing select-service
hotel category. The chain was underinvested,
drab in presentation and lagging behind top-tier
competitors in average price per room. A new
concept had to boost occupancy in rooms with
higher rates, attracting the discerning Road
Warriors who travel extensively for business.

,
It s a place where one can
settle in, work easily and
relax comfortably.

We introduced a new name, Hyatt Place, and a
visual system centered on “Larger than Home.”
,
It s a place where one can settle in, work easily
and relax comfortably. A destination that

Craft the whole experience
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understands that business people who live on
the road want a place like home, or even a bit
better. The idea came to life through the design
of signature moments, spaces and experiences.
In common areas, guests are greeted by music
and scents that vary by time of day and help
differentiate Hyatt Place’s sensory atmosphere
from other hotels. There is a coffee-to-cocktails
bar and an overall casual atmosphere with
modern conveniences.
The rooms have a home-office feel. Each desk
has a magnetic memo pad and a Rolodex with
the hotel’s contact details that makes it easy for
guests to access information in a format that is
also cost-effective to update. Other amenities
include branded expense envelopes, grab-and-go
coffee mugs, and customer information folders
designed with Hyatt Place’s bold colors.
The transformation of AmeriSuites to Hyatt Place
also sparked change inside the organization
as they shifted from a transaction-oriented
hotel operation, with rigid brand and operating
standards, to an environment defined by
providing caring experiences for both guests
and employees.
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Emotional engagement
and authentic interactions
became the expectation …
and the new norm.

The visual identity is based on the
idea of a gathering place, with
geometric circles coming together
to form a sense of locality.

Craft theSection
whole title
experience
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Signature music varies by
time of day, welcoming guests
with its familiar tone.

A pear-based signature scent
is used in each location,
creating a unique sensory
atmosphere recognizable to
the brand.

Craft theSection
whole title
experience
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“
Today, brand is less a
label than a relationship.
To engage, design
toolkits must be more
adaptive, experiential
and emotionally resonant
than ever before.
„

BRENDÁN MURPHY
SENIOR PARTNER, DESIGN

0
Design
for our
on-demand
culture

In our on-demand culture, where the pace
of change is ever faster, and today’s brand is
tomorrow’s commodity, differentiation is driven
by the purpose and personality expressed across
the customer experience.
Today’s identities must look beyond design in
its formal sense. Visual elements like shape, color,
pattern, type and imagery must be paired with
verbal and experiential elements to create an
immersive digital first ethos of utility and desire.
This integration of visual, verbal and behavioral
elements is how a brand can tell its unique story
and express its underlying purpose.

Design for our on-demand culture
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hen we partnered with Saudi
Telecom Company, the goal
from the outset was to create a
disruptive offering that would
transform every dimension of the mobile provider
experience. Through the creation of Jawwy, we
established a new platform for mobile usage and
care for Saudi millennials. A challenger brand,
Jawwy puts its digital ethos first and requires no
face-to-face interaction, thus removing significant
cultural barriers in order to serve and engage its
target customers.

Jawwy’s purpose and personality have been
designed into every aspect of the customer
experience. The brand connects through the
messaging channels young customers prefer
and use — digital and social. Jawwy’s service
is completely customizable, enabling users to
configure or change their plans and share credits
in seconds from their devices. Pricing is simple
and transparent. And instead of faceless call
centers, customers enjoy access to an online
community for instant support.

Today’s identity design is
embedded into the overall
experience of the brand.

Design for our on-demand culture
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In our on-demand
culture, purpose
and personality are
what drives brand
differentiation.

“
Factors that drive
perception and
preference have shifted
to more subtle elements
of experience. Some
of the most seemingly
mundane touchpoints
can have the greatest
impact on your brand.
„

LEE COOMBER
CREATIVE DIRECTOR, EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

0
Celebrate
the small,
and the
unexpected

Advertisements can be moving, but real
emotional connections are built into the countless
interactions customers have with brands every
day. From an “off the script” empathetic phone
conversation with a customer in need to a
random act of surprise and delight, these small
moments can unconsciously determine our
relationship with a brand.

Celebrate the small, and the unexpected
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f all the possible interactions for a
company, the bill is arguably one of
the most important. For British Gas,
over time its bill had evolved into
a communication with too much distraction,
too many steps and too much effort required to
discern the essential information.

Rethinking the
information presented on
a piece of paper that goes
to 10 million customers
can have a big impact.

Part of the design solution boiled down to less is
more. We understood that by streamlining the
bill’s content and giving it more breathing space,
people would feel less threatened and thus be
more likely to engage with it. The bigger part was
about putting ourselves in the customer’s shoes.
Clearly delineated, color-coded sections were
organized around the basic questions customers
want their bill to answer. Language, too, had to be
deconstructed. “Credit” became “We owe you,”
“billing periods” became “seasons,” “complaints”
(which, in reality, is telling the customer they are a
complainer) became “problem solving.”
The bill redesign launch received no additional
support, other than the inclusion of an explanatory
insert that went out with the first new mailing. The
bill was left to stand on its own, therefore, making
its approval by customers even more significant.

Rethinking the information presented on a piece
of paper that goes to 10 million customers can
have a big impact. Driving the redesign was the
desire to use the initiative as a catalyst to help
rebuild customer trust in the business. The priority
for British Gas was to transform the bill in a way
that would move it from being a “demand for
money” to a guidepost for saving money.

Celebrate the small, and the unexpected
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“
Design is a brand’s
most powerful tool for
creating desire. It is
how businesses inspire
belief and, ultimately,
win love.
„

CONNIE BIRDSALL
GLOBAL CREATIVE DIRECTOR

0
Simplify
and seduce

To help navigate our increasingly complex
world, we seek out simplicity. But simplification
doesn’t, and mustn’t, mean generic, bland or
undifferentiated.
Design must create space for joy and seduction.
It must find ways to surprise, delight and tickle
the senses.

Simplify and seduce
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W

hen Starbucks approached us,
it had an expanding portfolio
of products not derived from
coffee, but its identity associated
with the word “coffee” had come to define the
brand. The issue had become more pronounced
as the company expanded into global markets
and the brand was increasingly living in thirdparty locations such as grocery stores. The
Starbucks experience had become ubiquitous
and needed a way to add the spark back into its
loyal customers’ days.

As we stripped away the
unnecessary details she
emerged more alluring
than ever before.

We started by simplifying the logo and removing
the words “Starbucks Coffee” from the brand’s
iconic Siren. As we stripped away the unnecessary
details, she emerged more alluring than ever
before. Everything about her was rethought and
hotly debated. Her hair makeover alone produced
hundreds of iterations. Her destiny was to curate
a new enticing experience of the Starbucks brand,
not just new offerings.
With the Siren as our muse, we set out to develop
a set of design principles that represented more
than just coffee. Venturing beyond the traditional
tools of expression like color and type, we took
inspiration from the waves of her hair, the prongs
of her crown and the stripes of her tail, as well as
language, motion, actions and sound. We were
designing for the holistic experience, from the
patterning of in-store glass to the company’s
high-end credit cards to the background of the
digital app. Experiences that became richer
and more emotive thanks to the simplified, yet
emboldened, Siren.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE STARBUCKS LOGO

1971

1987
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2011
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We created a proprietary visual
language, using a broad toolkit
of color, pattern and form to
signal the new Starbucks.

Simplify and seduce
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Using the Siren as our
muse, we took inspiration
from the waves of her hair,
the prongs of her crown
and the stripes of her tail.

Simplify and seduce
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Principles for Design Doing
Design for a
deeper purpose

Impact can be achieved only when the
creative vision emanates from a deep and
authentic purpose.

Craft the whole
experience

Immerse consumers in a bigger, emotionally
centered idea, threaded throughout every
aspect of the customer journey.

Design for our
on-demand culture

Ensure the brand’s purpose and personality
are designed into every aspect of the
customer experience.

Celebrate the small,
and the unexpected

Consider all of the interactions “below the tip of
the iceberg” that can unconsciously determine
our relationship with a brand.

Simplify and seduce

Create space for joy and seduction to build
emotional bonds.

Principles for Design Doing
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While the traditional mission of identity design was to ensure
a consistent presentation of the brand, design’s role has changed.
A digital revolution, dramatically expanding set of touchpoints,
shorter attention spans and shrinking life cycles all lead to
a heightened need to break through with increased vitality
and dimension.
Design is to business what evolution is to nature: Design
enables brands to change and survive. Today’s design
systems must be fluid and adaptive, incorporating a highly
sophisticated suite of assets and experiential components
that customers interact with across an expanding array of
platforms, interfaces and touchpoints. Design, therefore, is
becoming less a visual strategy than a means of facilitating
continuous dialogue and building emotional connections in
a complex world — striving to anticipate, seamlessly, what
customers need and do.

Conclusion
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“
Design
can’t
stand
still.
„

J. GORDON LIPPINCOTT
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